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Anticipating the future of transportation —
Generating fresh approaches to emerging issues. 

Thought leaders and experts from academia, the private sector, government,  
and other stakeholder organizations come together at Volpe to discuss  
emerging transportation challenges and explore new opportunities.

Link in or walk in — share your ideas and engage with our featured  
speakers —  transportation innovators thinking over the horizon.



 Join the  
Conversation

For more information or to participate in these  
thought leadership events, visit the Volpe events page at:  

http://www.volpe.dot.gov/events

Transportation and the Economy     

Volpe’s newest thought leadership series considers emerging and future  

issues that are critical to the U.S. transportation system’s ability to keep 

pace with the rising demand to move people and goods efficiently, while 

remaining competitive in today’s global economy.

Transportation System Resilience, Extreme Weather  
and Climate Change     

Today’s global transportation infrastructure faces significant vulnerabilities, 

including escalating environmental threats from our changing climate. This 

thought leadership series brought together distinguished experts to explore 

pressing climate change issues confronting our nation and the world. 

Straight from the Source     

Engage with experts from across the transportation enterprise as they  

explore new ideas, look beyond the horizon, and raise awareness of  

emerging and future transportation challenges.

Transportation Trajectories     

Featuring Volpe experts, Transportation Trajectories is a dialogue on  

advancing transportation for the public good. The series spotlights real-

world impacts of the Volpe Center’s work as well as new, emerging, and 

future transportation issues. 

Transportation Colloquia     

This roundtable exchange allows time for expert panels to drill down on 

transportation challenges and opportunities facing our nation. Recent  

panels have addressed critical transportation infrastructure resiliency,  

automation and the human, transportation safety and operator  

performance, and big data analytics.

Video highlights and feature stories from past  
presentations can be accessed here: 

http://www.volpe.dot.gov/past-events

Questions? Please contact: 
Ellen Bell, Director of Strategic Initiatives for
Research and Innovation at 
ellen.bell@dot.gov or (617) 494 -2491




